


Transforming insurance experience for discerning customers with the 
highest quality service, exemplifying unparalleled excellence.



Embrace Boundless Serenity 
Discover the epitome of care with Privé’s Elite 
Offerings, designed to shield your present 
and future with unmatched refinement.
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Bespoke Insurance Solutions Designed for the Discerning
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Introducing Privé – 

Your Extraordinary Shield for Your Extraordinary Life

Crafted with care and designed for exclusivity, Privé offers a 
revolutionary comprehensive insurance solution to safeguard 
your health, your unique lifestyle and assets. 

Privé is a curated suite of innovative and comprehensive 
insurance solutions designed to help you focus on what 
matters most, knowing your world is protected. 
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Why Privé? - Because Peace of Mind is Priceless

Beyond Coverage, Unmatched Service:

Elevating Your Healthcare Experience:

Privé - Focus on what matters. We’ll secure the rest.

Priority Service from Experts: 
Rest assured knowing that your issues 

will be resolved on first contact. 

Nationwide Virtual Support:  
Our Care Angels will offer you 

personalized assistance anytime, 
anywhere, across any Indian hospital.

Get in Touch with Experts:
Get quick answers to complicated 

queries from experts.

Expedited Cashless Claims:  

Priority assistance for prompt and 
effective resolution of cashless 

claims.

Privé Connect Team: 
Elevate your insurance experience 

with our team of trained experts 
to guide you through every step of 

the way. 

Care Angels:  
A personalized healthcare 

professional who is accessible to 
provide support and guidance at 

the hospital. 
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Discover Excellence with Bajaj Allianz General Insurance

Two decades of pioneering insurance solutions, protecting millions.

Leading NPS in Motor & Health 
Insurance — a testament to 
excellence and service.

Access to a network 
of more than 7,300 
garages nationwide for 
unparalleled service.

Proficient in-house claims 
handling for a seamless 
healthcare journey. 

A vast network of over 
12,000 hospitals, ensuring 
care everywhere. 

A robust financial 
foundation with a 
355% Solvency Ratio.

Instantaneous resolution 
of claims for a stress-free 
assistance when in matters. 

ICRA’s AAA credit rating 
confirms our steadfast 

credibility. 

Acknowledged for our 
outstanding customer 

satisfaction.



UIN: BAJHLIP23209V022223-Global Health Care
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GLOBAL HEALTH CARE
Our Global Health Care is an insurance cover that transcends borders. Travelling frequently for business or personal reasons?  
A unique health insurance that offers seamless cover for planned and emergency treatment internationally and domestically.  
 The product has two plans named Imperial and Imperial Plus. The below table illustrates the ‘Sum Insured’ options available for 
Global Health Care:

Sum Insured Imperial Plan Imperial Plus Plan

Domestic SI Rs. 37,50,000 Rs.56,00,000 Rs.75,00,000 Rs.1,12,00,000 Rs.1,87,50,000 Rs.3,75,00,000

International SI $100,000 $150,000 $200,000 $300,000 $500,000 $1,000,000

Scan for more details



Get the best of health insurance coverage with the Bajaj Allianz Global Health Care: 

UIN: BAJHLIP23209V022223-Global Health Care

For detailed T&C, please refer to the Product Policy Wordings
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Separate sum insured for domestic and 
international coverage

Both planned and emergency 
hospitalisation covered globally

A seamless hospitalisation coverage

Ambulance transportation in an 
airplane or helicopter for an emergency 

life-threatening health conditions

Medical evacuation (imperial plus) to 
the nearest medical centre (which may 

or may not be in your home country) 
by ambulance, helicopter, or airplane. 

Following completion of treatment, also 
covers the cost of the return trip. (i.e. 

one-way ticket)

Medical repatriation (imperial plus) 
wherein you choose to be medically 
evacuated to your home country for 
treatment, instead of to the nearest 

appropriate medical centre

Out-patient benefits (imperial plus) 
that offer a cover for expenses incurred 

towards doctor’s fees/specialist fees/
diagnostic tests/prescription drugs

Physiotherapy benefit (imperial plus) 
for the expenses incurred towards 
prescribed physiotherapy taken on 

an out-patient basis following illness/
injury

In-patient rehabilitation such as 
physical, occupational and speech 

therapy after an acute illness, injury, or 
surgery



MY HEALTH CARE PLAN
It feels good to have something personalised to your needs. With our My Health Care Plan, you can now design your own health 
insurance cover based on your requirements. Choose from a variety of covers best suited to your needs. Our commitment to 
personalized attention and coverage ensures you have the best-in-class protection that you deserve.

UIN: BAJHLIP23143V012223-My Health Care Plan
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Scan for more details



With Bajaj Allianz My Health Care Plan, enjoy these benefits and transform your 
health your way:

*For SI 5 lacs and above only 

UIN: BAJHLIP23143V012223-My Health Care Plan

For detailed T&C, please refer to the Product Policy Wordings
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Flexibility to design your own 
plan

Unlimited sum insured 
reinstatement for the same 

illness*

Inbuilt home nursing cover with 
a fixed weekly benefit

Inbuilt cover for prescribed 
external medical aid like braces, 

canes, crutches, walkers, 
wheelchairs, etc. 

OPD benefit of twice the net 
premium

Option to add an international 
cover (emergencies only) and 
not restricted to any illnesses

Upto 50% cumulative bonus for 
each claim free year, maximum 

up to 100%

Annual preventive health check-
up cover from the first year itself

Wide range of sum insured 
options Up to Rs. 5 crore

Inbuilt baby care cover with a 
separate sum insured for the 

baby

Inbuilt maternity cover* including cover 
for maternity expenses for surrogacy 

and complications of assisted 
reproductive procedures/technology 

(ART)
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UIN: (IRDAN113RP0025V01200102/A0015V01202324-Motor- Private Car Package Policy,IRDAN113RP0007V01201819/A0016V01202324- Motor- Private Car Policy- Bundled,  
IRDAN113RP000-Motor- Standalone Own Damage Cover for Private Car)-VPAY

PRIVATE CAR - VPAY
Industry’s first game changing cover that can simplify motor insurance related worries like never before. This new age cover offers 
360° coverage and umbrella protection for all your private car own damage needs of insured vehicle. This innovative add-on 
liberates you from the burdensome process of answering numerous queries during a claim settlement. Moreover, it mitigates the 
complexities associated with selecting VPAY to protect your private car. VPAY provides a balanced solution for the insured vehicle, 
catering to both conventional risks, addresses emerging risks, and increasing cost of ownership.

Scan for more details
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UIN: (IRDAN113RP0025V01200102/A0015V01202324-Motor-Private Car Package Policy, IRDAN113RP0007V01201819 / A0016V01202324-Motor-Private Car Policy- Bundled, IRDAN113RP0001V01201920/
A0017V01202324-Motor-Standalone Own Damage Cover for Private Car)-VPAY

Bajaj Allianz VPAY offers a comprehensive, one-stop solution for your car insurance 
needs with these benefits:

A one-time smart repair option 
enables car owners to address 

minor damages in one visit

Repair cost in case of vehicle 
towing and retrieval

Cyber risk protection for 
software issues, cyber extortion, 
and theft of funds resulting from 

cyber-attack

Protection for the vehicle’s 
digital sense devices, especially 
with the rise of connected cars 

and advanced driver assistance 
system (ADAS)

Covering damages if the vehicle 
is left unattended on the 

accident spot

*T&C apply

Safeguard of electric and hybrid 
vehicles from damages caused 

by power surge, explosion, water 
ingress, and short circuit

Waiver of compulsory deductible

Coverage of mechanical and 
electrical breakdowns that 

are not a result of accidents, 
which are typically excluded 

from standard motor insurance 
policies

Covering accessories and CNG 
fitment if customers forget to 

declare during the policy

For detailed T&C, please refer to the product policy wordings
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MY HOME INSURANCE ALL RISK POLICY
It is often said that “Home is where the Heart is”, making our homes the most important investments and assets of our lives. Why 
not avail the best-in-class home insurance with Bajaj Allianz My Home Insurance All Risk policy? Where we don’t just cover the 
structure but also cover the precious contents that you have built up over a period of time. 

UIN:IRDAN113RP0002V03201415 - My Home Insurance All Risk Policy 

Scan for more details
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With Bajaj Allianz My Home Insurance All Risk policy, be protected against a gamut 
of contingencies with these benefits:

‘New for old’ basis for contents

Global cover for portable contents: mobile, 
laptop, camera, telescope, spectacles & 

medical devices (wheelchairs, fitness trackers, 
hearing aids, etc)

Alternate accommodation cover when the 
residence is inhabitable due to an insured peril

All risk cover for building, contents, jewellery 
& valuables, works of art, curios and paintings 

under a single policy

Worldwide coverage extension for jewellery & 
valuables

Emergency purchase allowance, when the 
insured & family have to move out of the house 

due to an insured peril

UIN:IRDAN113RP0002V03201415 - My Home Insurance All Risk Policy 

For detailed T&C, please refer to the product policy wordings



UIN: IRDAI/HLT/BAGI/P-P/V.I/30/14-15- GLOBAL PERSONAL GUARD POLICY (INDIVIDUAL)
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GLOBAL PERSONAL GUARD POLICY
Life is unpredictable and only those who are prepared in advance are truly equipped to face the uncertainties of life. For a discerning 
traveller like yourselves, the Global Personal Guard offers a worldwide personal accident cover with a variety of covers along 
with a personal accident cover. This plan offers flexibility and customization and takes care of any financial liabilities that may 
arise because of an unforeseen event.

Scan for more details



UIN: IRDAI/HLT/BAGI/P-P/V.I/30/14-15- Global Personal Guard Policy (Individual) Policy
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Adventure sports benefit 

Children’s education benefit 

Fracture care 

Loss of income due to disability 
from accident 

Air ambulance cover 

Coma due to accidental bodily 
injury 

Hospital cash benefit

Road ambulance cover Travel expenses for family 
members due to insured’s 

hospitalisation

Accidental hospitalization 
expenses

EMI payment cover 

Loan protector cover 

With Bajaj Allianz Global Personal Guard policy, you can include the below add-
on covers along with the base covers of Death, Permanent Total Disability and 
Permanent Partial Disability:

For detailed T&C, please refer to the product policy wordings
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BAJAJ ALLIANZ CYBER SAFE
In an ever-evolving digital world, comprehensive cyber insurance coverage is a must for losses that may arise out of cyber-attacks. 
With our Cyber Safe product, you and your loved ones remain protected against losses arising out of cyber-attacks in the ever-
evolving digital space. While using the internet, we have got you covered at every click against such losses.

UIN: IRDAN113RP0003V02201718- BAJAJ ALLIANZ INDIVIDUAL CYBER SAFE INSURANCE POLICY

Scan for more details
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With Bajaj Allianz Cyber Safe, stay ahead of the curve as we offer cover against risks 
related to: 

Digital theft of funds

Cyber bullying/stalking/loss of 
reputation

Social media/media liability

Privacy breach and data breach 
by third party

Identity theft

Online shopping

Network security liability

Smart home cover Connected vehicle cover

Data restoration

Online sales

Privacy breach and data breach liability

UIN: IRDAN113RP0003V02201718- Bajaj Allianz Individual Cyber Safe Insurance Policy

For detailed T&C, please refer to the product policy wordings





Bajaj Allianz General Insurance Co. Ltd.
Bajaj Allianz House, Airport Road, Yerawada, 

 Pune - 411006. IRDAI Reg No.: 113.



www.bajajallianz.com 



FOR ANY QUERY

Privé Connect: 0124-6985858 



PriveConnect@bajajallianz.co.in 

 

“Privé”* is an exclusive customer experience program designed by the Company for specific segment of its policyholders. ‘Privé’ is not an insurance 
product and the same should not in any manner be construed as a product/independent service offering by the Company. The products-Global 
Health Care (BAJHLIP23209V022223), My Health Care Plan (BAJHLIP23143V012223), VPAY-Private Car Package Policy(IRDAN113RP0025V01200102/
A0015V01202324),Private Car Package Policy-BUNDLED(IRDAN113RP0007V01201819 /A0016V01202324), Standalone Own Damage Cover -Private 
Car(IRDAN113RP0001V01201920/A0017V01202324), My Home Insurance All Risk Policy (IRDAN113RP0002V03201415), Global Personal Guard Poli-
cy(IRDAI/HLT/BAGI/P-P/V.I/30/14-15), Bajaj Allianz Cyber Safe Insurance Policy(IRDAN113RP0003V02201718) and/or combination of the same have 
been mentioned with reference to the eligibility criteria under the Privé Program.  The terms and conditions of the said products remain unchanged. 
For detailed information on risk factors and Terms and Conditions of the said Products, kindly read the program brochure before concluding the sale. 
For any inquiries regarding the Privé Program, please reach out to your relationship manager or you may write to us at PrivéConnect@bajajallianz.co.in 
*Terms and Conditions apply. CIN: U66010PN2000PLC015329 | BJAZ-B-0367/19-04-2024

Go Digital, Download 
Caringly Yours App


